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Graduated from the Printmaking Department of the
Central Academy of Fine Arts
I,
Exhibitions:
1986 "Beijing Youth Art Exhibition" in China Art Gallery
1988 Arles International Photograph Festival ,France
1989 The Seventh Art Exhibition, China
1992 "Art Asia'92", Hongkong
1993 "Hongkong Art Festival'Fl" ,Hongkong
"Political Pop, China's New art, post-1989", Hanart
Gallery, Taipei
"Mao Goes Pop, China Post-1989" Musem of
Contemporary Art, Sydney, Australia, 1993
"New Art from China:Post-1989" Marlborough Fine Art
(London) Ltd, England, 1993
1994 "New. Expressions" Beijing
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" ... ,I would like to put more focus on the object of being spacious and independent, a sort of
, imagination slanting from the normal order but appeaving to be fact, a limitless space existing
between the two ends.
" The book is the object that has creative possibilities which is able to offer Reality as a fact, a
prejudiced enclosed realm where you can roam freely."
Hong Hao
